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Two sets of strongly coupled rotational bands have been identified in $^{62}$Zn. These bands have been observed up to the terminating states of their respective configurations. Lifetime measurements indicate that the transition quadrupole moments in these bands decrease as termination is approached. These results establish the first terminating states of rotational bands in the $A \sim 60$ mass region and confirm the predicted loss of collectivity associated with smooth band termination. [S0031-9007(98)05590-2]

PACS numbers: 21.10.Re, 21.10.Ky, 23.20.Lv, 27.50.+e

In recent years it has become possible to observe rotational bands in heavy nuclei which gradually exhaust the angular momentum content of their single-particle configurations. Such bands were first predicted and observed in nuclei around $^{158}$Er [1]. More recently, rotational bands which either reach or approach their terminating states have been observed over extended spin ranges in $^{109}$Sb [2,3] and neighboring nuclei [4], and bands approaching termination have been identified in a few $A \sim 80$ nuclei [5] and one $A \sim 60$ nucleus [6]. These smoothly terminating bands are predicted to show a continuous transition from states of high collectivity at intermediate spins to a pure particle-hole (noncollective) state of maximum spin in which the angular momenta of all valence particles and holes are quantized along one axis. Such bands provide a unique opportunity to study the interplay between collective and single-particle degrees of freedom within a single nuclear configuration, and studies of these bands in $A \sim 60$ nuclei are of particular interest because the limited number of particles in these nuclei will enable comparisons between the mean-field cranking models traditionally used for heavy nuclei and the results of large-scale shell model calculations which should soon be possible in this mass region [7]. Although transition quadrupole moment measurements up to termination would provide a crucial test of the predicted loss of collectivity inherent in the present interpretation of smoothly terminating bands, such measurements have not been possible to date. In this Letter we report the first observation of terminating states of rotational bands in the $A \sim 60$ mass region and present evidence from quadrupole moment measurements indicating that these bands do indeed lose collectivity as they approach termination.

High-spin states in $^{62}$Zn were populated via the $^{40}$Ca($^{28}$Si, $\alpha2p$)$^{62}$Zn reaction in two experiments with thin ($\sim 0.5$ mg/cm$^2$) self-supporting targets. A 115-MeV $^{28}$Si beam was first used and $1.8 \times 10^8$ particle-$\gamma\gamma$ coincidence events were detected with the Miniball [8], a 44-element CsI(Tl) charged-particle detector array, and the 8$\pi$ $\gamma$-ray spectrometer [9] comprising 20 Compton-suppressed Ge detectors and a 70-element bismuth germanate ball. In the second experiment a 125-MeV $^{28}$Si beam was used and $2.5 \times 10^8$ particle-$\gamma\gamma\gamma$ and higher-fold coincidence events were detected with the Microball [10], a 95-element CsI(Tl) charged-particle detector array, and the Gammasphere array [11] comprising 83 Compton-suppressed Ge detectors (with the collimators removed to allow $\gamma$-ray multiplicity and sum-energy measurements [12]). The $\alpha2p$ evaporation channel leading to $^{62}$Zn represented $\sim 16\%$ (10\%) of the total fusion cross section at the lower (higher) bombarding energy, and was selected cleanly in each case by applying the total energy plane channel-selection method [13] to events in which an alpha particle and two protons were detected.

Two sets of strongly coupled bands were observed in $^{62}$Zn in the first experiment. The higher beam energy, greater statistics, and improved efficiency for high-energy $\gamma$ rays in the second experiment enabled the extension of these bands to higher spin and the observation of transitions linking them to the decay scheme. Figure 1 shows a partial level scheme for $^{62}$Zn. Spin assignments are based on directional correlations from oriented states. Many of
FIG. 1. Partial level scheme of $^{62}$Zn. Transition energies are given to the nearest keV.

the levels up to the $11^-$ state were previously known [14,15]. Here we focus on the strongly coupled bands. Figure 2 shows $\gamma$-ray spectra obtained by summing coincidence gates set on members of these bands.

To assign configurations to these bands we have used the configuration-dependent shell-correction approach [16,17] with the cranked Nilsson potential (parameters from Ref. [16]) to analyze high-spin states in $^{62}$Zn. The calculated energies of favored configurations are compared with the experimental data in Fig. 3. We note how the maximum attainable spin increases with single-particle excitations; $I_{\text{max}}^\pi = 10^+$ with all of the valence particles in $\{f_{5/2}p_{1/2}\}$, $13^+$ with a neutron excited to $g_{9/2}$, $16^+$ with also a proton excited to $g_{9/2}$, $19^-$ if another neutron is excited to $g_{9/2}$ or $21^+$ if a proton hole is made in $f_{7/2}$, and finally, before superdeformed (SD) bands become favored, $24^-$ with both the latter excitations. All of the corresponding bands have their counterparts in the experimental spectrum. Of special interest are the last two configurations mentioned above which have a single proton hole in the $f_{7/2}$ shell. These configurations lead to strongly coupled rotational bands with large $M1$ spins and to change shape gradually, terminating in noncollective oblate ($\gamma = 60^\circ$) states. We note that, unlike the bands in the $A \sim 110$ mass region which are predicted to lose quadrupole deformation as they approach termination [17], these bands in $^{62}$Zn are calculated to remain well deformed ($\epsilon_2 \sim 0.23\,-\,0.29$) over their entire spin range. The transition to an oblate state nevertheless implies a loss of collectivity, and hence decreasing transition quadrupole moments. Despite the predicted loss of collectivity, the high transition energies in these bands lead to short lifetimes, and they are observed to decay almost entirely while the recoiling nuclei are slowing down in the thin target. Transition quadrupole moment $Q_t$ measurements for these bands can thus be made by the thin target Doppler shift attenuation method [18]. Figure 5 shows the measured fraction $F$ of the full Doppler shift for transitions in these bands.

In order to extract $Q_t$ values from these measurements the slowing down of the recoiling nuclei in the target was modeled with the electronic stopping powers of Northcliffe and Schilling [19] scaled by the Ziegler and Chu [20] stopping powers for $^4$He as suggested by Sie et al. [21]. The decay of the strongly coupled bands was modeled with the experimental transition energies and $E2/M1$ branching probabilities. Based on the excellent agreement between the calculations and experiment, we assign these configurations ([11,01] and [11,02]) in the notation of Fig. 3) to the observed bands 1 and 2.

Bands 1 and 2 in $^{62}$Zn are examples of smoothly terminating bands which are observed over extended spin ranges up to their terminating states. As shown in Fig. 4, these bands are calculated to be triaxial at intermediate spins and to change shape gradually, terminating in noncollective oblate ($\gamma = 60^\circ$) states. We note that, unlike the bands in the $A \sim 110$ mass region which are predicted to lose quadrupole deformation as they approach termination [17], these bands in $^{62}$Zn are calculated to remain well deformed ($\epsilon_2 \sim 0.23\,-\,0.29$) over their entire spin range. The transition to an oblate state nevertheless implies a loss of collectivity, and hence decreasing transition quadrupole moments. Despite the predicted loss of collectivity, the high transition energies in these bands lead to short lifetimes, and they are observed to decay almost entirely while the recoiling nuclei are slowing down in the thin target. Transition quadrupole moment $Q_t$ measurements for these bands can thus be made by the thin target Doppler shift attenuation method [18]. Figure 5 shows the measured fraction $F$ of the full Doppler shift for transitions in these bands.

In order to extract $Q_t$ values from these measurements the slowing down of the recoiling nuclei in the target was modeled with the electronic stopping powers of Northcliffe and Schilling [19] scaled by the Ziegler and Chu [20] stopping powers for $^4$He as suggested by Sie et al. [21]. The decay of the strongly coupled bands was modeled with the experimental transition energies and $E2/M1$ branching probabilities
FIG. 3. Energies of states in $^{62}$Zn relative to an $I(I+1)$ reference from (a) experiment and (b) theory. The parity $\pi$ and signature $\alpha$ of each configuration is given by the line type: $(\pi, \alpha) = (+, 0)$, solid line; $(+, 1)$, dotted line; $(-, 0)$, dashed line; and $(-, 1)$, dot-dashed line. Terminating states are shown by open circles. The highest spin state observed in each configuration is labeled in (a). In (b) the shorthand configuration notation $f_{p_1} p_{2+n_1} g_{n_2}$ is used where $p_1$ ($n_1$) is the number of proton (neutron) $f_{7/2}$ holes, $p_2$ ($n_2$) is the number of proton (neutron) $g_{9/2}$ particles, and the $^{62}$Zn ground-state valence configuration is $[00, 00] = \pi[f_{5/2} p_{3/2}]^2 \otimes \nu[f_{5/2} p_{3/2}]^2$.

ratios, and the unobserved side feeding into each state was modeled by a single transition with $Q_t = 1.0 \text{ e b}$, an energy 0.5 MeV greater than the subsequent in-band transition, and an intensity to match the measured intensity profile. The consequences of this assumed side-feeding structure will be discussed below. Best fits to the low-spin members of bands 1 and 2 under the assumption of constant in-band $Q_t$ values are shown by the dot-dashed lines in Figs. 5(a) ($Q_t = 0.80 \text{ e b}$) and 5(b) ($Q_t = 1.12 \text{ e b}$), respectively. These fits clearly predict $F$ values at the tops of the bands which are greater than the measured values. We note that the value for the unattenuated recoil velocity entering into these measurements is confirmed by the measured $F$ values for the very fast transitions in the $^{62}$Zn SD band [22]. To fit all of the experimental data (solid lines in Fig. 5) we have allowed the $Q_t$ values to vary freely within the bands (one free parameter per data point). The derived $Q_t$ values (squares), together with the calculated values (dashed lines), are plotted versus the spin $I$ of the initial state in the insets of Fig. 5. These $Q_t$ values decrease as the terminating states are approached and reach values corresponding to noncollective transition strengths of approximately one Weisskopf unit ($Q_t \sim 0.2 \text{ e b}$) at

FIG. 4. Calculated shape trajectories in the $(\varepsilon_2, \gamma)$ plane for band 1 (circles) and band 2 (diamonds).

FIG. 5. Fractional Doppler shifts $F$ for transitions in the $\alpha = 0$ (solid squares) and $\alpha = 1$ (open squares) signatures of (a) band 1 and (b) band 2. Also shown are the $F$ values for transitions at the top of the SD band (circles) and from states with $I \leq 13\hbar$ (diamonds). The dotted lines at $F = 1.00$ and 0.872 represent the full shift and the constant shift for decays outside of the thin target, respectively. The dot-dashed lines are fits to the low-spin members of the bands assuming constant in-band $Q_t$ values and the solid lines are fits allowing $Q_t$ to vary freely within the bands. The $Q_t$ values extracted from the latter fits are plotted versus the spin of the initial state in the insets. The short (long) dashed lines in these insets show the calculated $Q_t$ values for the $\alpha = 0$ ($\alpha = 1$) signatures.
the highest angular momenta. The calculated $Q_t$ for the $I \rightarrow I - 2$ transition has been taken as the average of the $Q_t$ values calculated (as described in Ref. [23]) for the $I$ and $I - 2$ states. Although these calculations do not account for the imperfect overlap of the shape wave functions for the initial and final states, and should thus be treated with caution close to termination where the shape change per transition is large [17], the general decreases in $Q_t$ which they predict are in excellent agreement with experiment.

The side-feeding model discussed above is similar in form to that found appropriate in the feeding of SD bands [24], and was chosen to produce plausible mean time delays associated with the feeding of these bands. There is clearly an uncertainty associated with this model. To investigate the sensitivity of the extracted in-band $Q_t$ values to the side-feeding structure the side-feeding $Q_t$ values and the number of transitions in the side-feeding cascades were varied. For example, increasing the side-feeding times by a factor of 2 leads to increases in the extracted in-band $Q_t$ values not exceeding the error bars shown in Fig. 5 (i.e., the statistical uncertainties). As an alternative test of the model we may assume that the in-band $Q_t$ values remained constant with spin. A fit to the data is then obtained by allowing the side-feeding $Q_t$ to vary independently for each state. The results of such fits are that the side-feeding times must increase with increasing spin. The competition between statistical $E1$ and collective $E2$ transitions in the $\gamma$ decay following a fusion-evaporation reaction [25], however, leads to the general expectation that feeding times become systematically shorter with increasing spin. It is unlikely that this situation would ever be reversed, and therefore we conclude that the in-band $Q_t$ values decrease in these smoothly terminating bands.

In summary, we have observed two sets of smoothly terminating strongly coupled bands in $^{62}$Zn. Lifetime measurements indicate that the transition quadrupole moments in these bands decrease as termination is approached. These results establish the first terminating states of rotational bands in the $A \sim 60$ mass region and confirm the predicted loss of collectivity associated with smooth band termination. Further studies of smoothly terminating bands in this mass region will undoubtedly lead to a more detailed understanding of this gradual loss of collectivity. These nuclei are also of particular interest because they lie just at the limits of modern large-scale shell model calculations [7]. Future studies of the transition from collective rotation to noncollective terminating states in these light nuclei should provide unique opportunities to compare the mean-field cranking models of rotational nuclei with the microscopic shell model.
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